
Story Jamboree Grade 1
It is the start of summer vacation so Mom and I decide to bake som
e cookies. They are fresh out of the oven, so we let them cool on the kitchen 
counter and I go read my favourite book. But then I get tempted to go eat one 
and sneak back into the kitchen. Now wait a minute! The tray is empty! All the 
cookies are gone!

I go to the window sill and find that the cookies and the tray have disappeared. I 
am surprised and wonder who took the cookies and the tray! Then Harry Potter 
arrives with Hermoine, Ron and Voldemort. They decided to create new cookies 
for me but they didn't know that the original cookies were star-shaped. The new 
cookies that they created are heart-shaped. When my mother comes into the 
kitchen, she can't see the star-shaped cookies, only the heart-shaped ones which 
are magical.

I didn't know that the heart-shaped 
cookies were magical and so I ate 
one. To my shock, I turned into a 
heart-shaped cookie myself and I 
began to cry. I decided to reverse 
the spell by creating a Cookie 
Wizard. I have seen Harry Potter 
doing it once so I know how to do 
it. The spell works and a Cookie 
Wizard is created. I ask him to turn 
me back into a child, but he is an 
evil Cookie Wizard. (He’s related to 
Voldemort!).

Now I am afraid and I run away from 
the house but I know the Cookie 
Wizard can find me easily with his 
magic. I ask my brother to help as 
I’m in huge trouble. He drops me a 
rope and tries to pull me up. I’m still 
very scared. Luckily, a goddess 
sends a girl superhero to help my 
brother. She has the power to save 
people.





When the fight is going on near the jail, the evil Cookie Wizard hits my brother and 
turns him into a cookie. All the good guys -- Harry, Ron, Hermione, the girl superhero, 
the Goddess and the rest -- come to turn the cookie back into a boy.  But at the same 
time the three bad guys -- Voldemort, the evil Cookie Wizard and the Time Joker --  set 
up a trap. The good guys take a rope and tie the Cookie Wizard so that he cannot turn 
anyone else into a cookie. But the Cookie Wizard uses his magic to turn the rope into 
a string of cookies. He eats the cookies and escapes.

The Goddess gets bored of all this 
and she gets a stun gun and stuns 
the Cookie Wizard and ties him up 
again and puts him in jail. The bad 
guys rescue him, but then the 
Cookie Wizard gets into a fight with 
Voldemort. This is when Dogman 
catches both and puts them in sepa-
rate jails.

Harry Potter decides that the Cookie 
Wizard is the worst of the bad guys. 
He uses his magic to defeat him and 
to 
create a good Cookie Wizard. This 
good Cookie Wizard turns the cook-
ies back into children and their mom 
is very happy to see her children 
again
 accidentally travelled too far back in 
time and pushed away the wrong 
cookies. He pushed away the first 
batch of missing cookies. Those 
stars-shaped cookies had fallen into 
a portal, which is how they had 
landed up in the North Pole. 

Voldemort comes back from the moon using his magic but 
Harry Potter uses the death spell and kills him. 
Then the good Cookie Wizard goes to the moon and makes the 
Time Joker think he is the evil Cookie Wizard. The Time Joker eats a cookie 
which turns him into a good guy. 
The good Cookie Wizard brings him back to Earth.

My mother makes another batch of cookies and everyone enjoys them together. 


